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Bracketts Farm is run by the E.A. Nolting Charitable Foundation.
It is an example of sustainable agriculture:  a working cattle farm 
co-existing with a community garden, wildlife habitat & walking 
trails, educational events, and historic reenactments.



Happy, healthy cows depend on happy, healthy forage. The leasing farmer, 
Irvin White, usually grazes between 120-150 cow/calf pairs.

The stocking rate is determined by the worst-case  weather (and therefore 
pasture) conditions. No more head of cattle are grazed than the wettest 
winter months can support .



Management intensive rotational grazing makes the cows do the 
pasture maintenance. Confining the cattle to smaller fields forces the 
cattle to eat the weeds. The manure is evenly distributed across the 
fields as is the grazing.



With rotational grazing, the growth of the grass is what sets the schedule. This new 
momma looks forward to gaining access to the lush grass waiting on the far side of 
the fence. Stockpiling fescue extends the grazing season into winter months.



In many cases, the fenced buffers also serve to divide fields, 
defining the 36 different fields through which the cattle move. 



Initially, stream fencing was done on only a few streams and the pond.
As the benefits of the stream exclusion  were seen, additional stream fencing 
and wider buffers were added.
The line between pasture, the buffers installed in 1996, and the newly fenced 
areas is clearly delineated. 
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In 2011, over 15,000 native, 
mast-producing hardwoods 
were planted across 26.6 acres 
of riparian buffer. 

Currently, all waterways, 
approximately 4 miles of 
stream, are fenced out.



The stream fencing and buffer planting has enhanced the wildlife 
habitat and therefore enhance the experience of naturalists 
coming to enjoy the bird & wildlife trail on the farm.

The stream fencing has enhanced  
the efficiency of Mr. White’s farming 
operation and the health of his 
livestock.



The 12-acre pond is open to the public for fishing. It is also frequently 
visited by a pair of Bald Eagles. Can you spot the Eagle in this photo?



Insert aerial photo with plan here

This aerial photo illustrates the conservation work completed on Bracketts Farm



◦ 440 acres of pasture
◦ 26.6 acres of riparian buffers
◦ 36 separate paddocks
◦ 30 water troughs
◦ 4 miles of stream fence
◦

Bracketts Farm:
Striving to “operate as a working farm, while contributing practical and 
scientific knowledge about the viability of small-scale farming”.


